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President's message

Limbo dancing in the news media

by Elaine Flis
PAAC President
Just when some of us thought our news media were making progress in their attitudes toward women in the
higher echelons of public life, along comes the Tie Domi - Belinda Stronach revelation, which in turn reveals what
a sham the media's alleged progressive attitudes really are. High-minded writing suggesting journalists would
never treat women differently quickly gave way to lowbrow printed salivation that would never get started if the
subject was not female, glamorous and World Famous In Canada. It is to weep.
How low can they go? Here on our right, the National Post takes the opportunity to print a Page One navel-gazer
on the role of adultery as grounds for divorce, and along with the story there's a VERY LARGE photo of Belinda
smiling, the implication being that she was caught by the camera while having ribald thoughts. Meanwhile, over
on our left, there's the Toronto Star putting its ace columnist / feature writer, Rosie DiManno, on the job. No
thoughtful political analysis on this occasion; rather, it's "Stronach appears singularly lacking in sisterly
sympathies," and, "Advice to Tie: She'll leave you bleeding," and, oddly, "she's no flaming beauty," when in fact
Stronach's looks are among the reasons why a paper which is usually proud of its journalism on this occasion
serves the role of a Canadian National Enquirer. Contented purring about how Stronach "does seem to have
been dating down in recent years," alternates with low hissing that "she's reportedly gone from heartbreaker to
home-wrecker." Elsewhere in the media, in print and in broadcast, with varying degrees of writing skill, it was the

same. Would the same scrutiny be applied to a male MP?
For the record, I have supported Stronach in my work with the Liberal Party. The Hon. Belinda Stronach is chair
of the National Women's Liberal Caucus, heading initiatives that promote women's participation in politics.
Imagine how much damage these reports must have done to those initiatives. On the one hand, she works to
advocate more women seeking a seat in Parliament to ensure it better represents the Canadian population, and
now on the other she is being made an example of why women might hesitate to do so - for fear that media types
following their baser instincts will shine a light on personal matters that have zero to do with serving the public.
There are some things enquiring minds do not need to know, and Belinda Stronach's personal life is among
them. How can we expect to attract successful, smart women to serve in public office if they see their lives will
become the subject not merely of fair comment but also of salacious gossip? Canadian journalists are fond of
portraying themselves as more focused on the public good and less on sensationalism than their American
counterparts, yet here they are on the level of a teenager with a concealed shoe-camera, peeking under skirts.
How low can they go? A better question is, how much lower?
The great Pierre Trudeau famously said, "There is no place for the state in the bedrooms of the nation." Amen to
that sentiment, and let's add one more: The media should get out, too, and get back to informing the public about
things that are their business.
.• • •
Now, I'd like to welcome Anne Wilkie, of the Canadian Health Food Association, as our newest member of the
Public Affairs Association of Canada.
I look forward to meeting and greeting our new and established members at our upcoming Conference, The Art
and Science of Public Affairs, coming on October 24. In the meanwhile, keep track of all PAAC events on the
Events Page, and as always, feel free to contact me with your input and suggestions, at
eflis@enterprisecanada.com

Event report

The march of the midgets
On September 14, Greg Lyle of Innovative Research brought a PAAC breakfast audience his presentation titled,
Countdown: Where Ontario's Parties Stand a Year Before the October 2007 Provincial Election. Lyle was there
to tell us what his online polling is telling him about Ontario's political mood as we head into what promises to be
a steadily escalating year-long campaign, now that Ontario elections are hard-wired to a schedule. Lyle drew a
sizeable crowd of PAAC people, politicos, and noted names and faces, all of them burning to know what will

happen the day Dalton McGuinty runs on his record.

Names & faces - Above, Greg Lyle talks politics with Don Guy, Premier
McGuinty's former Chief of Staff, currently in charge of the Premier's
re-election effort. Below, there's Lyle with Niagara West-Glanbrook MPP
Tim Hudak, whose Ontario PC web page recently promoted a 'Let's
Give Dalton The Boot' kick-off barbecue.

Lyle gathered his data during the final week of August, probing the opinions of about 1,600 people whom they
poll regularly online, rather like a focus group. "Why should you trust them? Because they were right," Lyle said,
referring to the group's predictions in the last Ontario election, when the three main parties split the vote
percentages 47-35-15, with Dalton on the happy end of things. Then came the 2004 budget, the Pinocchio
Effect, and a bright, hot pulse of public anger. Since then McGuinty has been re-branded by highly skilled
experts in media management and all matters political, and so has somewhat recovered from that downturn. This
proves the political wisdom of MacBeth, i.e., that when you must do something outrageous, if it were done when

'tis done, then 'twere well it were done quickly. That way there's time later to live it down. So now, with public
anger cooling, the election strategy for McGuinty in 2007, according to at least one person who should know, is
to 'let Dalton be Dalton,' which probably means let him be Dalton Version 2.0, the likeable straight-talking fellow
sculpted by paid image consultants for his big win against the Son Of Mike Harris.
Odds are even
That's the plan, anyway. The odds? They're even, said Lyle. That late-August polling reflected a popular vote, if
there had been one in August, of 36-36-21. In other words, a dead heat between Liberals and Tories with the
NDP stronger than usual. Yet Lyle warns that behind those numbers lies a complete lack of fire in the public
belly. "What leaps to mind is how many people are in the middle regions," in terms of their commitment to or
even interest in the three political parties. No strong emotions for or against the government. "There's not much
passion there. There's no real passion to kick them out, and no real passion to keep them in. Just a bunch of
fuzzy feelings." That's bad, because it makes it harder to engage the public in order to move the numbers
around. On the other hand that's good, because the public is not railing against a list of "war crimes" for which
the incumbents should answer.
Lyle said 41 per cent of voters seem to think the Liberals have done a good job and deserve re-election, while 59
per cent think they haven't and they don't. Dalton's personal aura is 35 per cent favorable and 45 per cent
unfavorable. That's not so bad for him as it sounds, considering that just after his government delivered the 2004
budget, his approval rating kept company with that of George W. Bush, used car salesmen, and the Taliban.
Lyle's numbers therefore reveal a partial recovery on the part of McGuinty in particular and his party in general approval is much lower than when they first became slayers of Tory dragons, but they're coming back, with a
year left to work at it. Yet with 40 per cent of respondents still answering yes to the proposition that Dalton
McGuinty makes unrealistic promises - a polite way of saying you can't trust the man - it's clear the 2004 budget
is still costing him. That's the big challenge for McGuinty in 2007, because it lets the air out of his promises. Lyle:
"The risk is, when Dalton makes promises, people won't believe it."
John Tory? Lyle's polling suggests 32 per cent have a favourable impression of him, 19 per cent have an
unfavourable impression of him, and 51 per cent don't have any impression of him - including 20 per cent who
don't even know who he is. So while he's not seen as some kind of right-wing bogeyman, that 51 per cent null
rating is worrisome. He's like a half-full glass of water, said Lyle, and someone else could step in to "fill up the
John Tory glass" to put a negative identity in the public mind in the absence of a positive one provided by John
Tory. His opponents will thus be highly motivated to use the sort of techniques described by Warren Kinsella in
his book on negative campaigning, Kicking Ass in Canadian Politics, if they want to put a label on Tory and make
it stay there.
Howard Hampton? He polls 20 per cent favourable, 24 per cent unfavourable, 34 per cent don't have an opinion
of him and 23 per cent don't recognize his name. Hampton did a very good job building his recognition factor in
the last election, Lyle said, but since then his image has faded into the landscape. This is an occupational hazard
for an opposition party leader in third position. His job, after all, is to be Mad As Hell, which means the public only
hears from him when he complains about something. Lyle's numbers show that Hampton badly needs to raise
his profile, but the catch is that he has to avoid being seen as only negative, a complainer. "His problem is that
he can either be seen, and be seen as negative, or not be negative and risk not being seen."
Tepid results
Which leader does the public think has the best plan for the future? "What stands out here is that none of them
stand out," said Lyle. Nobody has strong feelings about what any of the leaders would do or be. The NDP scores
a little higher when the question is which political party cares about the ordinary citizen, but even that comes
against a background of cynicism, with the public laugh meter swinging into the red zone at the very notion that
any politician really cares about people. Best Premier? Best leader? Tepid results across the board. None of

these guys can whip up a cheering crowd.
Issues? The voters like the Conservative position on the economy and believe they'll cut taxes, and Tories have
had better success making people believe they'll do something about crime. The crime issue will be a horse for
them to ride, because while the media once reported crime with a bland, Seinfeldish 'that's a shame' tone to it,
nowadays it's reported as a problem that politicians should address.
The Kyoto Accord, federal responsibility though it is, will be the 500-pound gorilla in the room when the
discussion turns to the environment. That's because the holiness of Kyoto is assumed in all media coverage. As
a matter of scientific fact, the wisdom behind it is highly debatable, but the media are not debating it. The public
listens to the media to learn Truth. Politicians listen to the media to learn how much of what they say is reported
as Truth. And the news media, who have the power to turn theory into Truth through repetition, have decided that
Kyoto will save the planet. Which means that any politician who claims he knows better is bringing a knife to a
gun fight.
Lyle's 1,600-strong cyber-panel reports hearing little about provincial politics in the last year, but much about
federal politics. People are not paying much attention to provincial matters, and that's bad for Ontario political
parties trying to push their numbers up. "You can't move your numbers if nobody is hearing anything about you."
Because of the new federal government, more people feel comfortable identifying themselves as conservative.
Still, Liberals retain the advantage that a greater total number of voters are apt to identify themselves as liberal in
their attitudes, values and convictions. Liberals also have an advantage in the old wisdom that between elections
the government is measured against perfection, but during elections they are measured against their opponents and the public, Lyle repeated, are not impressed with any of the opponents. "They're looking for the tallest
midget."

Pollster, pollster on the wall, who is tallest of the small?
Greg Lyle (above) has the numbers that say Ontario voters,
as a year-long campaign begins to bubble, are merely "looking
for the tallest midget." But veteran PAAC poll-watchers like Events

Chair Ian Bacque (below, left) and Charlie Angelakos of Labatt's
breweries (right) seem jazzed for the big political dustup coming in 2007.

Lyle's results show why all three parties must spend the next year trolling for voters who can be persuaded to
switch their support. The strongest possibility for vote switching is between the Liberals and the NDP. The NDP
can fish for disaffected Liberals, while Liberals can fish for NDP supporters who can be convinced that the only
way to stop the Tories is to support the strongest Tory-stoppers. Howard Hampton will certainly do his usual
good job of rallying the NDP base, but there has always been a ceiling on that. "If the Liberals can rally centreleft voters against the Tories, it's a slam-dunk," Lyle said. Ergo, the key to the Ontario fight will be to get people
scared of Tories, just as in a federal election. "There's not a lot for the Tories to fish for," Lyle, said, but on an
upbeat note for them he added, "they're not very vulnerable to switching."
Tough year coming
Clearly, it will be a tough year for John Tory. Lyle is pretty sure Tory can mobilize his party's Conservative voter
base, but can he pull more people into his party's embrace, with such a low recognition factor? Or will Liberals
succeed in filling the John Tory glass, defining Tory and by extension, Tories, as standing for values most
Ontarians cannot support? Therein lies the contest. "John Tory is their greatest opportunity and their greatest
threat," Lyle said, depending on who fills the half-full glass of his image. Once that image is defined it'll stick to
him like white dust on a black car. "It is a huge challenge to get people to unmake a feeling."
So yes, the Liberals will work to label John Tory, and to poach those soft NDP voters who might go with Dalton to
stop a Conservative advance. Yet at the same time, they have to stress the McGuinty likeability; put those
expensive political charm school lessons back to work. It won't be easy. There were dark omens in September,
when the Liberals lost the byelection for what was formerly Gerard Kennedy's seat in Parkdale-High Park. It
seemed like a safe seat for the Liberals until the campaign of Liberal candidate Sylvia Watson launched a series
of negative press statements against NDP challenger Cheri DiNovo. Those moves backfired badly, and DiNovo
took the seat. In the aftermath, a National Post report referred the byelection as "the nastiest in recent memory."
Meanwhile, Economic Development and Trade Minister Joe Cordiano looked around, thought things over, and
quit politics. He said his reasons were personal. And maybe they were, but as Conservative MPP Tim Hudak
observed in published reports, "some political animals are sniffing trouble in the air." Whether that's astute
observation or wishful thinking has yet to be proven, but Cordiano's departure from politics means McGuinty has
to call another byelection. More potential trouble.
For their part, the NDP needs to build visibility without building negativity, and that's a problem because, as Lyle
pointed out, "there is no nice way to get into the news." Yet there is a way to beat the negativity rap. "You will not
leave a negative impression if you fight about something people want you to fight about," said Lyle. In his polls,
the NDP towers above all other parties on issues pertaining to the environment. Howard Hampton can be as
negative as he likes arguing against nuclear power or against Conservatives who would kill Kyoto, and he'll still

sound positive. The NDP is the best respected party on the issue of welfare, too. Conservatives are respected on
crime issues, tax cutting and the economy. McGuinty and his Liberals, however, have the advantage of being in
power. "Nobody's got this race," Lyle said, "but I like the government's odds because they have more tools."
The math of the Mock Turtle
Well...the spigot of government largesse always opens fully as an election draws near; no surprise there. Yet
despite that, Greg Lyle's polling says it's shaping up as a close contest, because McGuinty's baggage from the
2004 budget weighs him down. Lyle's quip about looking for the tallest midget was intended to resonate with the
public mood, if not with the candidates' hopes. Given that mood, the negative campaign of the September
byelection was likely a foretaste of what is to come. Because it's a long march to 2007, and Lyle's numbers could
mean the campaign arithmetic will be like the math of the Mock Turtle in Alice in Wonderland: ambition,
distraction, uglification and derision. When nobody stands tall, they don't have to go far to stoop.
-D.S.

The Janet Ecker motivational evening

She makes you want to go jump off a cliff
On the evening of Tuesday, September 19, the Public Affairs Association of Canada and the International
Association of Business Communicators co-sponsored an event, Making a Successful Transition: A Motivational
Evening with Janet Ecker, wherein the former reporter, former media relations specialist, former political aide,
former Ontario Finance Minister, former TVO panelist and current GR advisor got her audience all fired up to
seize opportunity, make transitions and take risks. As she has.

Woman at the top of her game - Janet Ecker, shown here flanked by
Ian Bacque of PAAC and Barbara Sawyers of the IABC, fired up her
audience at the Ontario Club with her motivational talk in praise of making
transitions and embracing opportunity. Said Ecker: "Don't be afraid
to jump off that cliff."

Ecker's enthusiasm for everything she does is infectious, as about 40 members and guests of PAAC and IABC
learned that night in the cozy Engineer's Room at the Ontario Club on the fifth floor of Commerce Court South, in
the heart of Toronto's financial district. There they enjoyed a hearty roast beef dinner, then listened to Ecker on
the subject of opportunities embraced, chances taken and transitions made. Ecker firmly believes in transitions,
and has made many of them. She rose up out of salt-of-the earth, small-town Ontario; born in Simcoe in 1953,
raised in Exeter and taught to believe that if you get the best education possible you'll be ready to achieve any
goal you set for yourself. In Ecker's case, that meant earning her Bachelor of Arts degree in Journalism at the
University of Western Ontario, because, she said, "a reporter gets to go inside where the action is, and see
what's going on."
Which is true, but reporters are still spectators, and that just wasn't good enough for her. Before long she jumped
at the chance to do more than journalism, beginning a series of career transitions that eventually prompted her
father to ask, "what are you going to be when you grow up?" Yet for Ecker, the idea was to grow, whenever the
chance came. She made the jump to media relations during the Three Mile Island nuclear fiasco of 1979, when
wide publicity about the U.S. nuclear accident caused the Ontario government to suddenly need media-savvy
help dealing with a panicky public on the issue of nuclear reactors.
When Bill Davis retired in 1984, she jumped to the Larry Grossman leadership campaign because she liked what
she saw in Grossman, and wanted to participate in a political cause in which she believed. "Life is not about
sitting on the fence," she told her audience. "Pick a leader, pick a cause, and fight for what you think is right.
Don't be afraid to jump off a cliff to see if you bounce."
She has made many such jumps, and whether she hit hard or bounced high, she always learned something
useful. Hence her many layers of experience: Director of Communications of the Ontario Treasury in 1985, a GR
consultant from 1987 to 1991, Director of Policy for the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario from 1991
to 1995.
Yet the lust for politics never left her. She supported Grossman at both of his leadership conventions, and served
as Assistant Executive Director of the Ontario PC Party from 1985 to 1987. When David Peterson shot a hole in
his own boat in 1990 and Bob Rae was amazed to find himself Premier, events got underway that would lead
Ecker to her highest highs, before a political fall. The Rae administration quickly produced grumbling at many
levels, political and public. "There was a joke in those years," Ecker recalls. "How do you acquire a small
business in Ontario? You buy a big business and wait." With the public leaning toward change, the Mike Harris
campaign got rolling and Ecker decided to jump off yet another cliff, this time into the roiling waters of political
candidacy.
So it was that in the 1995 election that brought Harris to power, rookie candidate Ecker batted aside NDP
incumbent Jim Wiseman and Liberal challenger Joe Dickson in Durham West. By 1996 she was in Cabinet, as
Minister of Community and Social Services. Those were the years she learned her next big lesson: "Losers sleep
in; winners don't." She recalled for her audience the emotional rush of hectic political life in those years, as Harris
went on to lead the Conservatives to the first back-to-back majorities in Ontario history, in defiance of the
pundits. Later, having flown so high, it was a long way down when the Liberals swept out the Conservatives in
2003. "As a politician in a busy government, your life is like an IMAX movie with surround sound," she recalled.
"When that's over, you're watching your life on a black and white TV screen." If she sounds wistful when she
says that, you can't blame her. In political life, Ecker knows, the highs are higher than high but the lows always
come too. It can't be helped. "I still recommend it highly," she enthused. "It forces you to draw on strengths and
skills you never knew you had."
Ecker is still finding new strengths and skills as she works at many challenges and keeps an eye out for the next
opportunity. These days she works as Advisor with the law firm LeDrew Laishley Reed, serves as Executive
Director of the Toronto Financial Services Alliance, which promotes the financial services industry in the city, and
still finds time to teach public administration at Queen's University. The only people who might be surprised she

has the energy for all of that are those who haven't seen her grab hold of an audience.
Where will her next transition lead her? She wasn't saying, because that's not the point. Encouraging people to
make their own transitions - that was the point. She was there to fire up her audience to take that chance, seize
that opportunity, and jump off that cliff. Particularly into politics, and particularly if you are still young enough to
bounce. "Failure may hurt," she said, "but there are worse things than failure. One of them is lost opportunities."
p

The Book Man

This handbook is no handbook
The Handbook of Public Affairs, edited by Phil Harris and Craig S. Fleisher

Book Review by Stewart Kiff
The Handbook of Public Affairs sets out toward an admirable goal - to provide public affairs practitioners and
researchers with a core reference text of leading-edge articles. The book is an anthology of scholarly articles by
leaders in the emerging field of the study of Public Affairs. It is edited by Phil Harris of New Zealand, and Craig S.
Fleisher of the University of Windsor, a former PAAC Board member. It will have special interest to PAAC
members because PAAC is cited as an organization for public affairs professionals in the book.
This work focuses on examples from the "Anglosphere" with a variety of comparative articles looking at
commonalities and experiences in the English speaking jurisdictions of Australia, New Zealand, Canada, the
United States and the United Kingdom. Other jurisdictions such as the European Union are also covered.
Some articles are better than others, and with some 31 separate articles, there should be at least one that
provides elements of value. For me, Chapter 10, The Measurement and Evaluation of Public Affairs Process and
Performance, by Craig S. Fleisher stands out as a pointed analysis of a thorny issue in the delivery of any public
affairs program. So yes, on the content side, there is definite merit to this work.
Unfortunately, I can't recommend the book. It comes down to this: There is a whole lot of irony in a title, The
Handbook of Public Affairs, which suggests practicality and ease of use, when the book turns out to be a slog of
a read. The book claims to be something it is not. There is still value in the work; it is just mislabeled.
Former PAAC President Chris Benedetti says in his back cover endorsement of this work, "This handbook will
help readers gain a better appreciation of strategies and tactics that comprise successful public affairs
campaigns." I agree fully with Benedetti's endorsement. Reading the book will give you those things, but it's not a
handbook. There is nothing reader-friendly or accessible about it.
It is often weighed down by suffocating prose, such as the opening to a chapter by Martin B. Meznar, who writes:
"The appropriate structural configuration of any organizational function depends on a variety of factors." I refuse

to be charitable about that sort of irresolution hiding behind such a verbal thicket. Even the most junior public
affairs practitioner knows that effective communication begins with making your message accessible and
interesting to your target audience. That's the first lesson in Public Affairs 101.
This is clearly an academic work targeted at other academics. Many of the authors chose a prose that excludes
a broad readership and speaks in an idiosyncratic style with references that are likely opaque even to the public
affairs practitioners that are the target of their work, let alone the public.
Not recommended.
I can't recommend this "handbook" that reads like an academic tome, but if you're looking for a good book on the
actual practice of Canadian public affairs, I suggest PAAC Member Warren Kinsella's still very relevant 2001
work: Kicking Ass in Canadian Politics, referenced earlier in this newsletter. Kinsella's is a practical and useful
book, and one I do recommend. If you haven't read it yet, do so.
-S.K.
Oh, and one more thing...
It seems that every talking head in Canadian politics took time recently to notice Eddie Goldenberg's new book:
The Way It Works: Inside Ottawa. With excerpts being published in major dailies, and discussions on Don
Newman's CBC Newsworld and on Mike Duffy Live, Goldenberg definitely struck a cord of interest among our
leading pundits. Hats off to who ever is doing the book's publicity. It seems federal Liberals in particular are
interested in his accounts of the Martin-Chrétien civil war. This will likely be a definitive memoir of this
exceptional period in Canadian politics.

PAAC member Stewart Kiff is the President of Solstice Public Affairs. He welcomes your feedback
and suggestions, and can be reached at stewart@solsticecanada.ca.

The Web Editor's corner

Digital duplicity in the Photoshop age
by David Silburt
PAAC Web Editor
This past summer, as Hezbollah terrorists shot rockets into Israel and the Israelis responded with artillery and air
strikes, a remarkable case of digital duplicity on the part of a news photographer emerged. The Reuters news
agency announced it was severing its relationship with freelance photographer Adnan Hajj, and removing almost
1,000 of the man's war photos from its database, after it was revealed that Hajj digitally doctored some of his
photographs.
Examples included a shot of Beirut after an Israeli air strike, in which the trained eye could see that much of the
smoke above the city had been Photoshopped into the picture - a section of smoky sky was duplicated then
pasted in here and there to create more smoke. Hajj used a similar technique in a picture of an F-16 passing
overhead. The pilot had dropped a flare just in case the enemy fired a heat-seeker at him; the flare would draw
the missile. Hajj added a couple of extra flares. Photo manipulation software such as Adobe's Photoshop has
indeed erased the old axiom, 'the camera doesn't lie.' These days, the camera can be made to lie a lot.

The motives behind this kind of photo manipulation can vary. Perhaps its the temptation to make the photo more
dramatic. Then again, Hajj was also revealed to have photographed a neighbourhood in Beirut hit by an air
strike, then sent out the same photo, digitally tweaked, about 12 days later, suggesting that the Israelis were
hitting the same residential areas repeatedly. Was he being dramatic, lazy, or trying to slant his photo coverage
against Israel? It's hard to say what was in his mind or the minds of other photojournalists who do the same
thing. What this department can do, since this is an emerging issue, is confess its own sins.
This newsletter often reads like the work of a journalist, and with good reason. I used to be one. Nevertheless,
this is public affairs, not journalism, and one of the differences is that although the editorial board permits fair
comment when public figures are the subject, you'll never read anything critical of those we invite as guests. I
want the pictures to reflect the same approach, so I clean them up. You deserve to know how.
Everyone who uses a digital camera knows about removing red-eye glare from flash photos, and bringing up the
contrast or brightness. To see what else is done at PAAC, have another look at that photo of Janet Ecker with
Barb Sawyers and Ian Bacque, and right below it a downsized version of the original photo as it came out of the
camera.

The posted photo, above, compared with the source photo, below.

The full-resolution original showed red-eye on all three subjects. It was removed. The original also showed shiny
spots on people's noses and cheeks, from the brilliance of the flash. The airbrush tool took care of that. Those
sorts of fixes are expected, but the other alterations may not be. I knew that chandelier would look like a UFO
floating above Janet Ecker, but I didn't care because I wanted the bar in the background to suggest the cozy feel
of the room. I knew I could take that fixture out with the computer. With that done, the photo was cropped to get
rid of dead space at the top, and give us a tighter, more balanced composition. The final change was to remove
those name badges, which glared in the light and created a distraction. A close look at the full-resolution edited
version would show that the pocket I repaired on Ian's jacket where the badge had been isn't quite right, but at
the low resolution we use on the web, it looks just fine. I do things like this all the time.
On other occasions, for PAAC and for others, I have powdered noses and trimmed nose hairs, and once
straightened a nose with a bump in it. Between the camera and the web page, all manner of pimples, blemishes,
zits, wens, hickies, blackheads, freckles and gravy stains have vanished. Teeth have been whitened. Weight has
been lost. Is this dishonest? Journalistic photos must portray what really happened, and not mislead in any way.
Here in public affairs, we also want to make sure the pictures are not uncomplimentary. That edited photo above
accurately shows people who were really there, in the situation where they really were, without distracting
elements. I say it's fair ball for public affairs. If you think differently, email me and I'll submit the best comments to
the editorial board to be considered for posting next month.

Have your say
We welcome member input, whether it's a letter to the editor, a story suggestion or a proposal for a guest
column. Feel free to email your input or suggestions to us. All submissions for publication on this site are subject
to approval by the Editorial Board.
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